BUILDING YOUR
LEADERSHIP TOOLKIT:
WHAT IT TAKES TO MOVE FROM FOUNDER TO
ENTREPRENEURIAL LEADER
As you grow out of the startup stage, you’ll need a new set of skills
to move you from founder to leader. Here are the tools you’ll
need to make the shift, and the reasons why you need to do so.

THE FOUR TRAITS OF A GREAT LEADER
What does it take to be great? A recent study of 2,700
managers found 4 qualities that made leaders exceptional.
But there’s a catch: to be be great, you must have all 4.1

Integration:

Deep knowledge of
how the “pieces” of the
business fit together.

Decision-making:

Using data, input from
others, intuition, and
analysis to make decisions.

Market knowledge:

Understanding marketplace
dynamics and how the
company makes money.

Connection &
communication:

Forming relationships based
on trust, commitment, and
healthy dissent.

THE POWER OF COMMUNICATION
In another study, top leaders ranked themselves most
highly in skills that had to do with relationships. And the
very top skill? Communication and interacting with others.2

PERCENT OF LEADERS CONSIDERING THEMSELVES HIGHLY EFFECTIVE

74%

Communicating and Interacting with Others

67%

Building Consensus and Commitment
Coaching and Developing Others
Managing and Successfully Introducing Change
Developing Strong Networks and Partnerships

63%
62%
61%

GREAT LEADERSHIP = PROFIT AND RETENTION
Why does great leadership matter? As your company grows, positive
leadership makes you more profitable and more likely to retain the best talent.

Highly effective leaders
outperform their peers
by 22% in year-over-year
profit growth.3

2 out of 5 employees
work for someone they
consider a bad leader.4

Employees with bad bosses
are 2X more likely to start
looking for a new job.5

TIME TO BUILD
It’s a paradox: entrepreneurs often work so hard on their businesses that they don’t have
time to work on themselves. But building your leadership toolkit will result in better
retention, growth, and profit in the long run—and those are results you can’t afford to ignore.

At Lenovo, we value leadership. It’s one of the reasons we
work so hard to engineer best-in-class products like the ThinkPad X1 Carbon.
See all of the ways we’re leading the way at www.lenovo.com/smallbusiness.
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